Consulting Firm and Think Tank

WHO WE ARE

About us
Strategy International (SI) Ltd,
is a global scientific, research,
consulting, and continued education,
professional training and policy
crafting Organization Company.
Specialized in policy crafting and
decision making, communication,
political campaigning, scientific
research, training and advising
among others. Its offices are based
out of Nicosia Cyprus; we would like
to consider Strategy International a
renowned World Policy and Thinking
Business Hub located in the
Southeastern Tip of the European
Union.

We are a consulting company with a
global perspective. A think tank that
deliberates in multiple dimensions.
Professionally and scientifically driven
and research oriented. We are a
company that is focused on industry
and market needs. Utilizing our experts,
consultants and senior fellows; we seek
out solutions for national, regional and
global political, economic, technological
and sociological affairs, issues and
topics of market concern and
stake-holders’ needs, operating
in a constantly changing geopolitical
and strategic landscape.

Global Consulting
“ Your
Think Tank

Who we are
Strategy International (SI) Ltd dedicates its work to policy
research outcomes, which are based on solid practical and applied
output; quantifiable and empirical in nature and practice. We
propose issues for policy practice and we craft policy
recommendations. Through our rigorous consultation and evaluation
process, we define solutions tailor-made to the needs of our
colleagues, partners, and clients. While our Think Tank foresees the
future, we consult methodologies of application.
Our team comprises of world-wide expertise that constantly
grows. Our work ethics and values are our leading force. Our team is
there to support, discuss, organize, advise, consult and operate
together with our clients.
We aspire to be a consulting firm and think tank that thinks and
acts regionally and globally. That delivers to our clients the requested
services on time. Our team thinks and acts in multiple dimensions,
taking into consideration the need to comprehend and act on
regional and global markets that are complex to act upon.
We provide outputs that are tailored, yet applicable to the
constant challenges taking place. We turn challenges into
opportunities for providing the optimal options and outputs to our
clients.
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